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Featuring in your 2016 Fund Focus:
Referendum view – business as
usual following the ‘Brexit’ vote.
All change – our own committee
‘re-shuffle’ – plus why we’re
moving to a new administrator
next year.
High standards – confirming we
meet the governance requirements
for the Investing plan.
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Pensions tax allowances – a
reminder of the 2016 changes, and
the steps you may want to take if
the allowances affect you.
Facts and figures – our regular
round-up of the Fund numbers
from the latest Report & Accounts.

Welcome…
to the 2016 issue of Fund Focus.
As you may remember, we changed the newsletter’s format
last year and this is the second edition we’ve produced in our ‘new look’.
We know from when we asked you about the
newsletter a while back that some of you are
happy with a more ‘whistle-stop’ tour of the
latest Fund developments – and your printed
copy does just that.
Those of you who would like more detail
about the issues we cover should
again look out for this badge –
which will tell you where to find
more information online. Often,
these extra documents will be
handily placed on our ‘Fund Focus Online’

page on the Fund website – but sometimes,
we’ll point you further afield.
My thanks as ever go to my colleagues on the
Trustee Board for their commitment to the
Fund – and our work would not be possible
without Unilever’s support and the invaluable
assistance from everyone on the pension
teams.
I hope you enjoy this edition.
Tony Ashford
Chair of the Trustees

Looking ahead…
APRIL

NOVEMBER

LATE 2017

Summary funding
statement – with the
results of the latest
valuation.

Look out for the next
issue of Fund Focus.

New administrator
– Capita are at
your service from
this date.
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Trustee update
Fund valuation under way
A valuation is a thorough financial ‘healthcheck’ on a pension scheme. It is
complex and time-consuming – schemes have to undergo one every three
years, and we’re allowed a 15-month period to complete it.
The actuary is currently carrying out
the latest formal valuation of the
Fund.
Valuations take details about the
pension scheme at a certain date as
their starting point. Our current
valuation is based on information
about the Fund at 31 March 2016.
We’re hoping to finish it well within the
15-month timetable, and have results
available early in 2017. We will then
send out a special ‘summary funding

statement’ telling you the outcome of
the valuation, including the funding
level, as soon as possible after that.
The funding level is a percentage
that shows how much of the
funding target – the Fund’s
expected outgoings in benefits
and running costs, with a safety
margin built in – is covered by
its assets.

There is no
funding level
update in this
issue because the
valuation is underway.
Please see last year’s
summary funding statement on
the Fund website for the most
recent information about the
funding level.

In next year’s issue of ‘Fund Focus’,
we will include a brief reminder of the
valuation result, alongside the funding
update we receive from the actuary for
31 March 2017.

The EU referendum: ‘Brexit’ and the Fund
Some of you may be wondering about the effect on the Fund following the ‘Brexit’
vote in the referendum – that is, for the UK to leave the EU. We had already
started looking at this ahead of the vote, and here are our current views.

Your main plan pension

Investing plan or ‘old’ AVCs

Unilever meets the cost of providing
your plan pension, above the money
coming into the Fund from member
contributions and investment returns
and this continues to be the case after
the referendum result.

If you have an Investing plan account
or still take part in one of the Fund’s
old additional voluntary contribution
arrangements, you will already be
familiar with choosing how you want
to invest those savings.

We’ve already seen more uncertainty
and volatility in the UK economy since
the vote – and this is likely to continue.

Over time, Brexit may mean the
markets rise and fall – as other major
events have done in the past.

However, as we have a ‘diverse’
investment strategy, with a large
proportion of the Fund’s assets outside
the UK, we’ve decided not to take any
specific action for now. We’re keeping a
close eye on developments – along with
our expert advisers – and will make
changes to the investment strategy if
we feel it becomes necessary.

With that in mind, please take
the time to check how you’re
investing and make changes if
you think you need to. Please
take financial advice if you are
unsure what to do.
It might be worth bearing in mind that
the Investing plan’s Moderate Growth
Fund (where many members are
currently investing) is a very diverse
fund with most of its assets overseas
– much like the main Fund.

Pension law and practical
issues
The UK can only leave the EU:
• Two years after giving the formal
‘Article 50’ notice to withdraw
(currently planned for early next
year); or
• At any other date (if earlier) it agrees
with the EU.
The vote doesn’t change any of the
rules applying to UK pension funds
automatically. All EU laws now form
part of UK law, so any legal changes
affecting pension in the future will need
new laws to be passed. In short, any
pension law changes specifically to do
with Brexit are likely to be years away.
In practical terms, this means the
result has no immediate impact on how
we manage the Fund.
However, we have carried out some
checks:
• We’ve made sure that the Fund’s
providers (for example, the
administrators) have allowed for
possible changes; and
• Our independent advisers have
told us that Brexit shouldn’t affect
Unilever’s ability to support the Fund.
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TRUSTEE UPDATE

New administration provider
Aon Hewitt became our
administrators in 2003, and our
latest five-year contract with them
runs out in 2017. While we have
always had a strong relationship with
Aon Hewitt, we decided that it was
time – not to mention best practice
– to look at the market and see what
was on offer from other providers.
After a great deal of consideration,
we’ve decided to replace Aon Hewitt
and appoint Capita in their place.
With each provider, we were looking
particularly at the following:
• the systems they used, and how
efficient they could be as a result;
• the facilities available to
members, especially online;

• their customer service; and
• their fees.
We felt that, in the end, Capita was
able to offer improved customer
service – and in particular, better
help and support online – at a lower
cost.

We are expecting Capita’s services to
be fully up and running by the end of
2017 – and we’ll keep you up-to-date
on progress in the meantime.

Changing administrators is a long
and time-consuming process. The
UK Pensions Team are working very
closely with both old and new
providers to make sure the move is a
smooth one. As Trustees, we’re
making sure best practice is followed
throughout – to begin with, by
appointing an independent project
manager to run the change-over.

Board review
In 2015, we asked an independent
expert to look at how effectively we
worked as a Trustee Board. Acting on
their recommendations, we’ve taken
the opportunity to change our
committees so that:
• we’re better able to focus on overall
strategy and planning for the Fund;
and
• the UK Pensions Team and the
Univest Company (our internal
investment company) manage and
oversee our advisers more closely.
In July, we disbanded the Operations
& Benefits Committee and the UK
Pensions Team took on their
responsibility for overseeing the
Fund’s administration and
communication to members. The
Board will monitor this work through
the Audit and Risk Committee.

The Operations & Benefits Committee also dealt with any problems or
complaints, as well as deciding how to pay benefits after a member’s death if
their situation was unclear. We now have a new Appeals and Discretions
Committee in place, which will meet and take the necessary decisions about
these issues as and when they arise.
The two other committees remain in place:
The Investment and Funding
Committee, which:

The Defined Contribution
Committee, which:

• recommends strategic approaches
to investing and funding (for
approval at overall Board level); and

• oversees the proper management
of the Investing plan and old
additional voluntary contribution
options; and

• appoints our fund managers and
oversees their performance.

• monitors the investment choices
and performance of the fund
ranges for those arrangements.
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Board changes
We want to take this opportunity to
thank Mike Samuel, who has brought
so much to the Board over more than
20 years as a Trustee. We will miss
him greatly – and wish him all the best
for a happy and healthy retirement.

The Board has 11 Trustees:
• 1 independent Chair of Trustees
• 5 Trustees appointed by Unilever
• 2 Trustees elected by the active members
• 2 Trustees elected by the pensioner members
• 1 Trustee selected after being nominated by deferred members

In each issue of Fund Focus, we bring
you up to date on any changes to the
Board over the year. This time, we
have a number of arrivals and
departures to report.

CHARLES NICHOLS >>

We’d like to welcome two new
Unilever-appointed Trustees. As we
mentioned in the last issue, Charles
Nichols has now taken his place on
the Board (replacing Glenn Quadros,
who stepped down last year). Sarah
Busby joins us following Mike
Samuel’s retirement.

SARAH BUSBY >>

The same good wishes go to Mike
Ridyard, who retired from Unilever this
year – so did not stand in the active
member Trustee elections we held at
the start of 2016. We welcome John
Cryer in his place, alongside Bill
Hodgson who stood successfully for
re-election.

JOHN CRYER >>

You can find out more about Charles, Sarah and John – alongside the rest of us
– in the ‘Trustee profiles’ area of the Fund website.
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GOVERNANCE UOPDATE

Governance update
Focus on DC governance
There is now a requirement for any
trustee board running a ‘defined
contribution’ scheme to include an
annual statement signed by the
Chairman, in their formal report and
accounts confirming how the scheme
meets the governance standards set
by the Pensions Regulator.
Your main plan pension is ‘defined
benefit’ – you build up a defined
amount linked to your pensionable
earnings and plan membership, and
you can keep track of its progress.
However, the Investing plan – where
you can pay extra to add to your
benefits – is a defined contribution
arrangement. You build up an account
in the plan, decide how you want to
invest it and then use the money to
provide your benefits when you come
to retire. (Any old additional voluntary
contributions you may have in the
Fund are also defined contribution.)
The main focus of the statement is on
the Investing plan, but it does include
information about the old additional
voluntary contribution (AVC)
arrangements.

The statement includes four key areas where we explain how we are
running the Investing plan in line with the Regulator’s good practice
guidelines.
Financial transactions – are contribution and benefit payments made
accurately and on time?
The statement outlines our ‘service level agreements’ with the Investing
plan provider, Fidelity, along with the checks we carry out to keep track of
their performance. We are satisfied that the Investing plan’s financial
transactions have been processed promptly and correctly.
Value for money – is the Investing plan good value for members?
We confirm that the charges for all the funds on the range are well within
the current standards, and explain how the services we provide to
members add to the plan’s value. We concluded that the Investing plan
provides excellent value for money.
The ‘default’ option – what does the plan have in place for members who
don’t make a clear investment choice?
In the Investing plan, the default is the Moderate Growth Fund (with assets
switched automatically to the Cautious Growth Fund and then to the Cash
Fund as you approach retirement – ending up 100% in the Cash Fund at
retirement).
Trustee knowledge – how do we keep on top of the latest pension and
investment issues?
We run a training programme to make sure that we meet the standards
set by the Regulator and that we’re equipped to fulfil our trustee duties.
The Regulator provides tests and ‘toolkits’ to make sure we’re on top of
the key issues, and the statement covers the additional training we
arrange ourselves to keep up to date.

You can read a longer version of this article with more
details about the four areas mentioned above on our
‘Fund Focus Online’ page on the Fund website. If you’d
then like to read the full statement, it’s in the formal report
and accounts, also online.
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Facts and figures
The accounts in brief
£ million

7,676.5

Fund value at 31 March 2015
Income
Contributions paid in by Unilever and Fund members
Transfers in from other schemes
Income from investments

164.5
0.9
190.3

Remember – if
you want more
detail than these
highlights, go to the
Fund website and see
the formal Report and
Accounts.

Outgoings
Benefits payable to members
(pensions and lump sums)

-315.9
-13.7

Payments to leavers
Fees and expenses (advisers, administration, directly
incurred investment managers’ fees)

-22.1
-201.1
7,479.4

Change in market value of Fund investments
Fund value at 31 March 2016

Membership profile
There were 78,887 people in the Fund at 31 March 2016 – this chart shows the
different types of member making up that total:

7,122
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Active members (currently building up plan benefits)

30,797

Deferred members (no longer contributing but with
benefits left in the plan to draw at a later date)

40,968

Pensioners and dependants of members who have died
(receiving plan benefits)

FACTS AND FIGURES

Unilever’s contributions
As we mentioned in our ‘Trustee
update’ at the start of this issue, there
is no funding level to report to you this
time as the formal valuation is still in
progress.
Following each valuation, the actuary
advises what changes might be
needed, if any, to the level of
contributions going into the plans.
If there is a deficit – that is, the assets
are currently lower than the funding
target, giving a funding level below
100% – we agree an action plan with
Unilever and the actuary for making
it up.
This means that for now, Unilever is
paying contributions in line with the
plan we agreed after the 2013
valuation, when the funding level was
measured at 85%. Since then, our
updates have shown it rise to 95%
at 31 March 2014, then fall to 87%
at 31 March 2015.

Unilever currently contributes:
• £90.6 million a year towards
making up the deficit; and
• Around 19% of all plan
members’ pensionable
earnings (between the lower
and higher levels) towards
the benefits they are still
building up.

The funding level will rise and fall
in line with changes in market
conditions, and we are able to monitor
it regularly through the updates we
receive from our advisers.
Depending on the results of the latest
valuation, the actuary will recommend
any changes needed to Unilever’s
contribution rates. We will report
back with the details in the special
summary funding statement early
in 2017.

There were

78,887

people in
the Fund at
31 March 2016
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Investment overview
Defined benefit funds
(Career average and Final salary plans)

Performance
Overall, the investment return for the Fund over the year to 31 March 2016
was -0.2%.
We measure the performance of the investment funds in two ways:
Against benchmarks – the benchmarks help us gauge how the returns on the
individual funds compare to the market average. These in turn allow us to
assess the fund manager’s performance.

Asset class

Fund return

Benchmark The difference
return

Equity

-0.6%

-1.2%

0.6%

Bonds

2.0%

3.5%

-1.5%

9.2%

3.6%

5.6%

-2.8%

-4.3%

1.5%

Property
Hedge Funds

Against liabilities – We track how the overall Fund return measures against the
change in the value of our liabilities.

Asset return
Year ended 31 March 2016
Since introducing this
approach (1 July 2008)
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-0.2%
7.5% a year

Total change The difference
in liabilities
3.3%
6.4% a year

-3.5%
1.1% a year

INVESTMENT

Investing plan funds

Member fund choices
This chart shows how members with
Investing plan accounts have decided
to invest them, at 31 March 2016. You
can see how the overall amount of
money is invested in the plan across
the funds, alongside the number of
members choosing each fund. As we
are responsible for deciding which
funds to include in the Investing plan
range, it helps us to see which options
are popular and which may have less
appeal.

Fund name

Fund value at
31/03/16 (£000)

Number of
members

Moderate Growth Fund

73,464

6,334

Cautious Growth Fund

4,821

944

Cash Fund

3,885

255

Global Equity Fund

1,354

94

Bond Fund

687

56

Emerging Markets Fund

596

68

45

94

Real Return Fund

Investing plan returns
This is the first
issue of Fund
Focus to show
figures from the new
range of Investing plan
funds (we made the
changes in October 2015).
If you need any more information
about the current Investing
plan funds, please visit
Fidelity’s PlanViewer site
(www.planviewer.co.uk).

Here are the returns for the funds on the Investing plan range for the year to
31 March 2016 (these figures are net of fees):

Fund name

Actual return
(%)

Moderate Growth Fund

-2.5

Cautious Growth Fund

-0.7

Cash Fund
Global Equity Fund
Bond Fund
Emerging Markets Fund
Real Return Fund

0.3
-5.2
1.4
-10.7
n/a*

* This is a new fund introduced in October 2015, so we do not have full year
performance figures at 31 March 2016.
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Investment strategy latest
As you can see from the ‘Membership
profile’ chart in our ‘Facts and figures’
section, the Fund is relatively ‘mature’
– that is, the pensioners and deferred
members far outnumber the active
members still building up benefits.
This is why, in recent years, we’ve
been taking a ‘de-risking’ approach to

Here is the asset allocation at
31 March 2016, and we’ve kept the
figures from last year, at 31 March
2015, in the table so you can compare
them easily. You can see we’ve
reduced the Fund’s equity investments
(higher growth, but higher risk) and
increased – for example – the
‘liability-driven investments’ (‘LDI’),
which are chosen specifically because
their values change more closely in
line with the Fund’s outgoings.

our investment strategy. As the
funding level improves and there is
less need for assets that aim solely to
give particularly high returns, we can
reduce the risk the Fund carries by
shifting its assets away from the
‘growth’ funds towards more stable
investments.

Growth assets

2015

(%)

(%)

44.0

48.5

6.0

6.0

50.0

54.5

Hedge Funds

7.5

7.5

Total

7.5

7.5

Property

7.5

7.5

HLV Property

2.5

2.5

10.0

10.0

High Yield Debt

2.7

3.7

Emerging Markets Debt

3.8

3.8

Private Debt

5.5

3.0

Corporate Bonds

12.5

12.5

Total

24.5

23.0

LDI

8.0

5.0

Total

8.0

5.0

100.0

100.0

Equities

Total
Other diversifying assets

Inflation assets

Total

LDI

TOTAL
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2016

Private Equity

Income assets

We’re currently looking at each type
of investment in turn – the funds
involved, and how their returns
measured up against the risks they
carry – to make sure they are still the
most suitable choices for the Fund.
Our most recently completed check
was on the LDI investments, and we
decided that no changes were
needed.

In this table, you can get an idea of
this gradual shift. It shows the spread
of the Fund’s assets we’re aiming for
at any given time. (In the real world, of
course, the individual funds rise and
fall all the time in line with the
markets, so we re-balance them
regularly.)

You can read further in the longer version of this item on
our ‘Fund Focus Online’ page and find out more about our
strategy in the ‘Investment report’ section of the annual
report and accounts – all on the Fund website.

PENSIONS NEWS

Pensions news
2016 pension increase
Different increases apply to your pension, depending on:
• whether you were a member of the Final salary or Career average plan; and
• when you joined and left the Fund.
The broad rules are below:

Career average plan

Final salary plan

To help protect it against inflation,
your Career average pension is
increased over the period between
your date of leaving and date of
drawing the pension (or age 65 if
earlier):

Your Final salary plan deferred
pension increases on 1 April each year
to protect it against rising prices.
Broadly, the increase is based on the
rate of inflation (as measured by the
Retail Prices Index) up to 5%. The full
increase in April 2016 was 1.3%.

• Pension built up before 1 July 2012
is increased in line with inflation, up
to 5%, each year; and
• Pension built up from 1 July 2012 is
increased at the date of retirement
(or age 65 if earlier) by broadly the
lower of:
– the amount of inflation over the
whole period; and
– 2.5% for each complete year for
the whole period.
As a result, different parts of your
deferred pension may receive different
increases.
If you leave due to redundancy, sale of
a company or outsourcing, Unilever
has the discretion to increase all of
your deferred pension in the same way
as if you were still in pensionable
service: that is, broadly increased in
line with inflation up to 5% a year.
You will have been told when you left
Unilever if this discretion will apply
to you.

If you joined the Fund after
1 October 1987, your Final salary
plan deferred pension increases each
April until you draw it at age 65 in line
with inflation up to 5% a year. The first
year’s increase may be a part year
increase to reflect the period from the
date you leave to the following 1 April.
If you joined the Fund on or before
1 October 1987, your Final salary plan
deferred pension increases each April
up to age 60 in line with inflation up to
5% a year. The first year’s increase
may be a part year increase to reflect
the period from the date you leave to
the following 1 April. If you draw your
pension after age 60 different
increases will apply from age 60 to the
date you draw your pension (or age 65
if earlier). Please contact the Unilever
Pensions Team for further information
– their contact details are on page 15.

If you were part of an acquisition, or
have transferred in benefits, different
rules may apply to your benefits.
For your information, here are the
increases that have applied to Final
salary plan pension for the last five
years:

Year

Increase

2012

3.9%

2013

3.3%

2014

2.8%

2015

1.1%

2016

1.3%

Please be aware that Unilever’s
discretionary practice may change
in the future.
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Pension tax allowances: a reminder
In last year’s issue, we outlined the changes to the
annual allowance and lifetime allowance taking effect
from 6 April 2016.
Both allowances apply to the retirement savings you can
build up in registered pension schemes before paying a
tax charge. Historically they’ve been set at levels that
should only affect high earners and while this is still
broadly the case, the latest changes are complex and
affect more members.

You can find our detailed leaflets about
the allowances online. If you have any
reason to think the allowances may
affect you, please read them.
Here is a quick re-cap of the changes…

Annual allowance

Lifetime allowance

The annual allowance is the yearly
amount of tax-efficient pension
savings you can build up in registered
pension schemes before a tax charge
arises.

The lifetime allowance is the total
amount of registered pension scheme
benefits you can build up over your
working life before a tax charge
arises.

If you left the Fund before 5 April 2016,
then your Unilever benefits will not
count towards the 2016/17 annual
allowance. If you are still adding to
any pension savings elsewhere – for
example, a new employer’s pension
scheme or a personal pension –
they will count towards this year’s
allowance.

In April 2016, the lifetime allowance
reduced from £1.25 million to
£1 million and is expected to increase
each year from April 2018 in line with
inflation.

Currently, the standard annual
allowance is £40,000. From
6 April 2016, the annual allowance
depends broadly on your total taxable
income, including income from
savings and investments, not just
Unilever income. If your total taxable
income is less than £110,000 you will
still have a £40,000 standard annual
allowance.
If your taxable income is above that
amount, you will need to check
whether your ‘adjusted income’ (which
includes the value of pension savings)
is greater than £150,000. If it is, you
will have a ‘tapered annual
allowance’, which reduces from
£40,000 on a sliding scale down to
£10,000 for anyone with an adjusted
income of £210,000 or more.
Fortunately, you can still carry forward
any unused annual allowance from the
previous three years.
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The Government has made various
forms of ‘protection’ available against
the lifetime allowance. Broadly, these
protections allow you to keep a higher
lifetime allowance as long as you meet
certain strict conditions.

You apply for
protection by
going online, to
the Government
website, here:
www.gov.uk/guidance/
pension-schemes-protect-yourlifetime-allowance

To find out more
about lifetime
allowance
protections, click
on the ‘Pension tax
allowances’ link on the
Fund website homepage.
There you’ll find our leaflet on
the lifetime allowance.

Please make the website your first port of
call if you want more information about
anything to do with the Fund:

FINDING OUT MORE

Finding out more
Remember that all the Fund’s official documents
are on the site – look in the ‘Downloadable
documents’ section.

www.uukpf.co.uk

If you cannot find the answer to your question on the
website – or you need to discuss your particular
benefits or a change to your personal details,
contact the administrator:

As well as all the online help available from Unilever,
you may find any of these other websites useful.
For information about State benefits and public
services…
The Government’s website –

Unilever Pensions Team
Aon Hewitt
PO Box 196
Huddersfield
HD8 1EG
Freephone: 0800 028 0051 (UK only)
Tel: +44 (0) 1473 622307 (Overseas)
Email: unileverpensionsteam@aonhewitt.com
Fax: +44 (0) 1372 757953

www.gov.uk
In the ‘Working, jobs and pensions’ section, you’ll find:
• Information about State pensions;
• The Tracing Service – which may be able to help you
find an old scheme where you still have benefits;
and
• Wider financial help – for example, with salary and
tax.
If you want impartial help with your finances…
The Money Advice Service –
www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk
In the ‘Pensions & retirement’ section, you’ll find a
series of guidance documents, alongside some tools to
help you plan your retirement income.

(Please note that the information on the site is purely
general advice – for personal advice about your
situation, please see ‘Unbiased’.)
If you need financial advice…
‘Unbiased’ –
www.unbiased.co.uk
No-one involved in running the plans is allowed to
advise you personally. So if you are uncertain about any
financial decisions, you should consult an independent
adviser.
The ‘Unbiased’ site has links to a wide variety of
experts, so the fastest way to find a financial adviser is
to click on the ‘Find an IFA’ box on the homepage. This
takes you straight to a search facility to help you find
an adviser in your area.
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Guest editor
This document confers no rights to benefits. Rights to benefits are conferred
solely on the terms and subject to the conditions of the Unilever UK Trust Deed
and Rules as from time to time in force.
In the event of any discrepancy between this document and the Unilever UK
Pension Fund Trust Deed and Rules, the Trust Deed and Rules will take
precedence.
This document also contains references to the Trustees. These are the Directors
of the Unilever UK Pension Fund Trustees Limited.
Anything in Fund Focus about legal or tax issues is based on Unilever’s
understanding of these issues at the date of printing. Any changes in the law
or HM Revenue & Customs may affect this information.

Where any right to draw any pension early is subject to Trustee and/or
Company consent, then nothing in this document shall be treated as
giving Trustee and/or Company consent to the drawing of that benefit.
Trustee and/or Company consent may only be given at the time when
the benefit is proposed to come into payment.

SB5272_DEFERRED

Any discretionary practice described in this document, and any change
to any such discretionary practice, in each case remains a discretionary
practice which the company retains the right to amend in the future.

AUTUMN 2016

Neither the Trustee nor the Company is authorised to give you financial advice,
and nothing in this document is financial advice.

